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SST Launches SecureCampus Gunfire
Detection for School Campuses
Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) First University to Use
Solution for 360-Degree Critical Infrastructure Coverage to Protect
Facilities and Students

NEWARK, CA -- (Marketwired) -- 09/23/14 -- SST, Inc., the maker of ShotSpotter Flex™ and
the global leader in gunfire detection and analysis, today announced the launch of
SecureCampus™, an unprecedented gunfire detection system designed to provide both
indoor and outdoor coverage at university and school campuses and other critical
infrastructure locations. SecureCampus instantly detects gunfire and notifies law
enforcement, campus security personnel, on-site staff, and other first responders, allowing
them to quickly mitigate active shooter situations as soon as possible and minimize lost lives.

Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) in Savannah, Georgia is the first university in
the country to roll out an external and internal installation of SecureCampus, and has worked
to ensure that it will be in place for the 2014-2015 school year. Prior to the rollout at SCAD,
SST conducted extensive proof-of-concept testing for SecureCampus at several other
school locations over the last year.

"Our goal everyday is to create a safe university experience while retaining the open
environment that makes SCAD an innovative place to learn and grow," said John Buckovich,
chief of the SCAD Department of Public Safety. "SecureCampus will go a long way in
helping us achieve that goal. It gives my team, the Savannah Chatham Police Department
and federal law enforcement agencies another tool to make SCAD safer."

SecureCampus Accelerates Real-Time Response to Active Shooter Scenarios

SST SecureCampus removes critical minutes from response times using proven gunfire
detection technology, providing first responders with the tactical information they need,
usually within 30-45 seconds, to mitigate and rapidly eliminate the threat. Unlike any other
solution, SecureCampus provides police with critical real-time situational awareness data
such as:

Detailed campus map, allowing law enforcement to arrive to exact locations,
Chronological mapping of gunfire, to understand the attack second-by-second,
Location of shooter(s) and number of rounds fired, pinpointing exact location of attack,
Location(s) of injuries, helping to expedite medical treatment.

Because schools are designed to insulate sound, it is extremely difficult for school personnel
with limited exposure to firearm discharges to make an immediate, accurate assessment of
the gunfire threats.



SecureCampus collects location information from audio receivers placed inside and outside
of school buildings such as in classrooms, cafeterias, hallways, open areas and
playgrounds. In addition to contacting the local police and emergency personnel with the
information, SST can also send school-wide SMS alerts and help initiate lockdown
procedures.

Facilities using SecureCampus benefit with 360-degree detection capabilities including:

Full detection of a wide range of sharp acoustic events (e.g. explosions, subsonic,
supersonic gunfire),
Multiple sensors, providing accuracy and context to each incident,
Incident detection, anywhere within coverage area,
Multiple-sensor and multiple-round incidents bundled and displayed as single, unified
incident,
No on-premises equipment other than sensors,
Managed, cloud-based system requires no customer overhead; includes remote and
transparent updates and support,
Court admissible evidence case law with proven accuracy.

"We at SST take protecting our children and our communities from potential threats very
seriously. As new threats are presented, security initiatives and technology have continued
to evolve, making it easier to apply practical solutions to protect students and teachers on
school campuses," said Ralph A. Clark, CEO of SST, Inc. "We know that not just minutes,
but seconds, are important when responding to an active shooter incident. We designed
SecureCampus to help local law enforcement and onsite personnel act quickly with accurate
information to diffuse and mitigate the situation should an event occur."

About SST, Inc.
SST, Inc. is the global leader in gunfire detection and location technology providing the most
trusted, scalable and reliable gunfire alert and analysis solutions available today. SST
ShotSpotter's inaugural 2013 National Gunfire Index, released in April, revealed that
gunshots are both vastly under-estimated and under-reported. SST's ShotSpotter Flex™ is
the leading gunfire alert and analysis solution for detecting gunshots and providing critical
intelligence to give law enforcement agencies the detailed real-time data needed to
investigate, analyze and prosecute gun related crimes. The company's deep domain
experience, along with cumulative agency best practice experience, delivers measurable
outcomes that contribute to reducing gun violence. SST is a proven solution provider with
more than 80 installations across the United States and the world. Privately held, the
company possesses multiple patents resulting from nearly two decades of innovation in the
area of acoustic gunshot location technology. Information about SST and ShotSpotter can be
found at www.sst-inc.com or www.shotspotter.com. The full 2013 National Gunfire Index can
be downloaded at www.ShotSpotter.com/ngi. You can also follow SST and @ShotSpotter
solutions on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube.
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